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Algorithms for Graphs Embeddable
with Few Crossings per Edge1
Alexander Grigoriev2 and Hans L. Bodlaender3
Abstract. Weconsidergraphsthatcanbeembeddedonasurfaceofboundedgenussuchthateachedgehasa
bounded number of crossings. We prove that many optimization problems, including MAXIMUM INDEPENDENT
SET, MINIMUM VERTEX COVER, MINIMUM DOMINATING SET and many others, admit polynomial time approxi-
mation schemes when restricted to such graphs. This extends previous results by Baker [1] and Eppstein [8]
to a much broader class of graphs. We also prove that for the considered class of graphs, there are balanced
separators of size O(
√
n) where n is a number of vertices in the graph. On the negative side, we prove that it
is intractable to recognize the graphs embeddable in the plane with at most one crossing per edge.
Key Words. Approximation algorithms, Baker’s approximation scheme, Computational complexity, Edge
crossings, Bounded genus graphs, Treewidth.
1. Introduction. Already more than two decades ago, Baker [1] showed that MAXI-
MUM INDEPENDENT SETandmanyotherNP-hardoptimizationproblemsongraphsadmit
polynomial time approximation schemes (PTASs) when restricted to planar graphs. The
basic idea of Baker’s algorithm was to remove the vertices in every kth level of a breadth
ﬁrst search tree and to solve the problem on the remaining components by a dynamic
programming algorithm. Baker proved that from k ways of choosing which set of levels
to remove there is at least one which only decreases the size of the maximum indepen-
dent set by a factor of at most (k − 1)/k. Moreover, remaining components after levels
deletion are k-outerplanar graphs, and dynamic programming can solve the problem on
these components efﬁciently.
Recently, Eppstein in [8] generalized the results of Baker proving, in particular, that
the problem admits a PTAS if restricted to bounded-genus graphs. This result has been
further generalized to other minor-closed families of graphs by Grohe [10] who gave
PTASsforseveralproblems,foranyminor-closedfamilythatdoesnotcontainallgraphs.
Nowadays,thereisagrowingbodyofworkbasedontheconceptof“bidimensionality”
and presenting directions for generalizations of the Baker–Eppstein ideas of using a
diameter like parameter to bound treewidth and thus yielding PTASs for problems on
even more general classes of graphs; see, e.g., [3]–[6].
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In this paper we continue the line of investigations—in which way can Baker’s tech-
niquebefurtherextended?RevisitingEppstein’s[8]result,weobservethattherestriction
that the class of graphs must be minor-closed can be relaxed. By moving from the input
graph to an auxiliary graph obtained by replacing each crossing by a vertex and back,
we can obtain Baker-type PTASs for several problems on graphs that are embeddable
on a surface of bounded genus (e.g., the plane, the torus) with a bounded number of
crossings per edge. We emphasize the fact that all known results, also in [3]–[6], work
only under the assumption that the graph family is minor-closed. In contrast, in this
paper we introduce the graph families on which Baker–Eppstein techniques work per-
fectly but actually any graph is a minor of a sufﬁciently large graph of the considering
families.
At the end of the paper we present several additional results which provide an insight
on graphs with few crossings per edge.
2. Problem and Deﬁnitions. We illustrate the basic ideas of the PTAS on the MAXI-
MUM INDEPENDENT SET problem. Given a graph G = (V, E), we look for a maximum
cardinality independent set in G, i.e., a vertex subset V   ⊆ V such that no two vertices
from V   are adjacent by an edge from E. This problem is known to be NP-hard even for
planar graphs. The problem admits a PTAS if restricted to planar graphs [1] and even to
bounded-genus graphs [8]. Let n =| V|.
DEFINITION 2.1 (Good Embedding). We call an embedding of graph G on a surface S
of genus g a good embedding if it satisﬁes the following conditions: (i) all vertices of
the graph are given as distinct points in S; (ii) no two edge crossings happen in the same
point in S; (iii) for any edge no vertex of the graph, except the endpoints of the edge, is
situated on the edge.
DEFINITION 2.2 (Crossing Parameter). Let the crossing parameter ϕ of a graph (on
surface S) be the minimum over all good embeddings on S of the maximum over all
edges e of the number of edge crossings of e.
Through this paper we assume that a good embedding of G on a surface S of genus g
is given, and both the crossing parameter ϕ and the genus g of S are bounded by some
constants. Clearly, the graph is planar if g = 0 and ϕ = 0. Notice also that we allow two
edges of G to meet (cross) each other more than once.
DEFINITION 2.3 (Tree Decomposition). A tree decomposition ({Xi | i ∈ I},T =
(I, F)) of a graph G = (V, E) is a pair, with {Xi | i ∈ I} a collection of subsets
of V (called bags), such that:
• T is a tree.
•

i∈I Xi = V.
• For all {v,w}∈E, there is an i ∈ I with v,w ∈ Xi.
• For each v ∈ V, the set Tv ={ i ∈ I | v ∈ Xi} forms a connected subtree of T.Algorithms for Graphs Embeddable with Few Crossings per Edge 3
DEFINITION 2.4 (Treewidth). The width of a tree decomposition {Xi | i ∈ I} is
maxi∈I |Xi|−1. The treewidth of a graph G is the minimum width over all tree de-
compositions of G.
DEFINITION 2.5 (Minor). A graph H = (VH, EH) is a minor of a graph G = (V, E)
if H can be obtained from G by zero or more of the following operations: deletion of an
edge, deletion of a vertex, contraction of an edge, where contracting edge {v,w} means
that we replace v, w and the edge {v,w} by one new vertex that is adjacent to each
neighbor of v or of w.
It is well known that if H is a minor of G, then the treewidth of H is at most the
treewidth of G.
3. The Polynomial Time Approximation Scheme. We now describe our PTAS for
the MAXIMUM INDEPENDENT SET problem on graphs with a bounded crossing parameter
onboundedgenus.Weassumetheembeddingisgiven.Considerthefollowingalgorithm
which is a revised version of the algorithms by Baker [1] and Eppstein [8].
Algorithm A
Input: Graph G, parameter k (without loss of generality, we assume that k >
ϕ + 1, otherwise we set k := ϕ + 2 yielding an even better performance
guarantee of the approximation algorithm while k is still a constant).
1. Constructthegraph G  = (V  , E )obtainedfrom G byreplacingeachedge
crossingbyavertex.Thiscanbedonebythefollowingrecursiveprocedure.
StartingfromgraphG,ﬁndinthegraphembeddingapairofcrossingedges.
Let (v1,u1) and (v2,u2) be such edges. Redeﬁne the graph introducing at
the crossing point a new vertex w and replacing edges (v1,u1) and (v2,u2)
by edges (v1,w), (v2,w), (u1,w), and (u2,w). Recurse on the new graph
unless there is no edge crossings.
2. Build a breadth ﬁrst search tree T of G , with an arbitrary root v0, and
consider the levels of the tree (i.e., vertex sets with equal distance to v0).
3. For all i,0≤ i ≤ k, we perform the following procedure:
(a) Remove from G  all levels of T congruent to i (mod k) together with
their ϕ successive levels. This decomposes G  into a collection of sub-
graphs H ={ H1, H2,...,Hr} where each subgraph Ht = (Vt, Et) is
induced by k − ϕ − 1 > 0 consecutive levels in T of G .
(b) Consider a subgraph Gt of G induced by vertices Vt ∩ V. Since the
number of crossings per edge is at most ϕ and we removed ϕ + 1
consecutive levels from G , we have that after the deletion of levels
there is no edge e ∈ E such that its two endpoints belong to two
different subgraphs Gt  and Gt  . Therefore, for each i,0≤ i ≤ k,w e
haveasubgraphofG formedbyacollectionofdisconnectedsubgraphs
G1,G2,...,Gr. By Lemma 3.1 below, the treewidth of Gt is bounded
by O(k) for all t = 1,2,...,r. Hence, the maximum independent4 A. Grigoriev and H. L. Bodlaender
set for Gt can be found in time n2O(k) by a dynamic programming
algorithm, using standard treewidth techniques; see, e.g., [15].
(c) Let Si,0≤ i ≤ k, be a union of the maximum independent sets of all
Gt, t = 1,2,...,r.
4. Deﬁne Smax by a maximum cardinality set over all Si,0≤ i ≤ k.
Output: Return Smax.
The following lemma is a key for Algorithm A and for the main result of the paper.
LEMMA 3.1. The treewidth of Gt is bounded by O(k) for any graph Gt considered at
step 3(b) of Algorithm A.
PROOF. By construction G  is obtained from G by replacing each edge crossing by a
vertex. Since G is embedded (with crossings) on a surface S of genus g, G  is a graph
of genus g.
Consider a subgraph Ht of G  induced by any s = k −ϕ −1 consecutive levels in T.
Let the ﬁrst level be level q +1 and the last level be level q +s. Consider a minor of G 
obtained by the contraction of the ﬁrst q levels in T to a single vertex and deletion of all
levels above q +s. Clearly, this minor is a graph of genus g. Moreover, it has a diameter
of at most 2(k − ϕ − 1). According to Eppstein [8] the treewidth of such a minor is
O(gk). Therefore, Ht as a subgraph of such a minor has the treewidth of at most O(gk)
as well.
Now, let us estimate how much the treewidth of Gt and Ht can differ. Construct a
graph H 
t from Ht by replacing each vertex v in Ht that represents an edge crossing, say
e1 and e2, by two adjacent vertices v1 and v2 representing e1 and e2, respectively. Let v1
beadjacenttoallverticescorrespondingtotheneighborhoodofv representinge1,andlet
v2 be adjacent to all vertices corresponding to the neighborhood of v representing e2, for
illustration see Figure 1. A tree decomposition of Ht of treewidth d can be turned into a
tree decomposition of H 
t of treewidth at most 2d +1, by replacing each occurrence of a
vertexthatrepresentsacrossingoftwoedgesinabagbythecorrespondingtwovertices;
this gives a tree decomposition of H 
t whose maximum bag size is at most doubled.
One can also observe that we can select for each edge in Gt a path in H 
t between its
endpoints, such that these paths do not have internal vertices in common. Thus, Gt is a
minor of H 
t and hence the treewidth of Gt is at most twice the treewidth of Ht plus one,
and thus O(gk) = O(k) as required.
Nowwearereadytosummarizethemainresultsofthepaperinthefollowingtheorem
and corollary.
(a) Edge crossings in Gt (b) Graph Ht (c) Graph H 
t
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THEOREM 3.2. Algorithm A outputs an independent set of graph G of size at least
(k−ϕ−1)/k timestheoptimumintimekn2O(k),andthus,thereisaPTASfor MAXIMUM
INDEPENDENT SET for graphs given with an embedding on a surface of bounded genus
and with a bounded crossing parameter.
PROOF. Since for all i,0≤ i ≤ k, set Si is a union of independent sets of disconnected
subgraphs of G, Algorithm A returns an independent set of graph G.
As in [1], there is at least onei,0≤ i ≤ k, such that at most (ϕ+1)/k of the nodes in
the optimal solution are at the levels congruent to i, i +1,...,i +ϕ( mod k), otherwise
we would have a contradiction to maximality of the solution. This implies that |Smax| is
approximating the optimum within a factor (k − ϕ − 1)/k.
Notice that the most time-consuming operation in Algorithm A is the dynamic pro-
gramming used in step 3. As we already noticed above, this dynamic programming
requiresn2O(k) time.Sincewerunstep3forallchoicesofi,0≤ i ≤ k,thetotalrunning
time of Algorithm A is kn2O(k).
To see the contribution of g and ϕ in the running time of the PTAS we observe that,
given ε>0, to obtain a (1 − ε)-approximate solution for MAXIMUM INDEPENDENT SET
we have to choose k such that k ≥ (ϕ + 1)/ε. Therefore, the subgraphs considered
at step 3(b) of the algorithm have treewidth at most O(gϕ/ε), thus yielding the total
running time of the algorithm ϕn2O(gϕ/ε)/ε.
COROLLARY 3.3. For each of the following problems (and many others) there is a
PTAS for graphs embeddable on a surface of bounded genus with a bounded crossing
parameter:
• MINIMUM VERTEX COVER(forproblemdeﬁnitionsee,e.g.,p.190,problemGT1,of[9]);
• MINIMUM DOMINATING SET [9, p. 190, problem GT2];
• MINIMUM EDGE DOMINATING SET [9, p. 190, problem GT2];
• MINIMUM TRIANGLE MATCHING [9, p. 192, problem GT11].
PROOF. This can be proved in the same way as Theorem 3.2, using techniques similar
to those of Baker [1].
We ﬁnish this section showing that, in contrast to Eppstein [8] and Demaine et al.
[4]–[6], the class of graphs embeddable on a surface of bounded genus such that each
edge has a bounded number of crossings is not closed under taking minors.
THEOREM 3.4. Everygraphisaminorofagraphembeddableintheplanewithatmost
one crossing per edge.
PROOF. Take any good embedding of a graph, and then add a new vertex of degree 2
between every two successive crossings.
4. Exact Algorithms. In addition to the PTASs, the bounded crossing parameter
has several other algorithmic consequences for the problems listed in Theorem 3.2 and6 A. Grigoriev and H. L. Bodlaender
Corollary 3.3. In this section we investigate how the bounded crossing parameter inﬂu-
ences the computation time of the exact algorithms in the mentioned problems.
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a graph with n vertices embeddable in the plane with at most
ϕ crossings per edge. Then the treewidth of G is at most O(
√
n · ϕ0.75).
PROOF. As in Section 3 we consider the graph G  obtained from G by taking a vertex
for each vertex in G and for each crossing in the planar embedding of G. Vertices in
G  are adjacent when there is a direct crossing free line segment between them in the
embedding. In other words: we put a vertex on each crossing in the embedding, and take
the resulting planar graph as G .
It was shown by Pach and Toth [14] that a graph with crossing parameter ϕ and n
vertices has O(n
√
ϕ) edges. Thus, the number of crossings in the embedding of G is
bounded by O(n · ϕ1.5).S oG  has at most O(n · ϕ1.5) vertices.
Byconstruction,G  isplanarandaswasobservedaboveG  containsatmost O(n·ϕ1.5)
vertices. This implies that G  has treewidth at most O(

nϕ1.5), see, e.g., Corollary 23
of [2].
We can transform a tree decomposition of G  to one of G with the same order of
treewidth. Most simple: replace each crossing vertex by the four vertices that are end-
points of one of the two crossing edges, in each bag. This makes the treewidth about








(compare Corollary 23 of [2]). From Theorem 4.1 we immediately derive the following
corollaries.
COROLLARY 4.2. In any graph G with n vertices embeddable in the plane with at most
ϕ crossings per edge there exists a balanced separator of size at most O(
√
n · ϕ0.75).
PROOF. A graph of treewidth k has a balanced separator of size at most k +1, see, e.g.,
the discussion in [2].
COROLLARY 4.3. For the problems listed in Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.3 there exist
2O(
√
n·ϕ0.75) time algorithms for solving the problems exactly.
PROOF. For each of the problems, there exists an algorithm that works in 2O(k) · O(n)
time on graphs given with a tree decomposition of width k, see, e.g., [15].
5. The Complexity of Crossing Parameter Recognition. Graphs with a bounded
crossing parameter were investigated by several authors in the context of graph draw-
ing; see, e.g., [14]. However, before this article nothing was known on the recognition
complexity of graphs with a small crossing parameter. To give the reader more insight
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computational complexity of the crossing parameter and some other useful properties of
the class of graphs with a bounded crossing parameter.
To prove the complexity result we need the following technical lemma.
LEMMA 5.1. In any planar embedding of K6 having at most one crossing per edge,
between any two vertices there exists a path such that all edges in that path are crossed.
PROOF. First we prove that each vertex is contained in at least two distinct crossed
edges. Assume this is not true and there is an embedding of K6 such that for some vertex
v1 edges e1 = (v1,v 2), e2 = (v1,v 3), e3 = (v1,v 4), e4 = (v1,v 5) are not crossed by any
edge.Withoutlossofgenerality,weassumethatedgese1,e2,e3,e4 aredrawnclockwise
in this particular order. Since the graph is complete, there is a simple cycle formed by
edges e1, e3, and e5 = (v2,v 4) with only one edge e5 that can be crossed. Vertices v3 and
v5 belong to the different faces formed by that cycle. Therefore edge (v3,v 5) crosses e5.
On the other hand, there is a vertex v6 that must be connected to both v3 and v5. Hence
e5 is crossed at least twice which leads to the contradiction.
Nowweprovethatthecrossededgesformaconnectedgraphof K6.Foracontradiction
we assume that there are two or more connected components. Since every vertex is
contained in two distinct crossed edges, each connectivity component has at least three
vertices.Therefore,wecanhaveonlytwocomponentswiththreeverticeseach.Moreover,
each component forms a simple cycle C3. Hence, the question is whether we can embed
two cycles C3 in the plane such that each edge of each cycle will be crossed exactly
once. Take an edge (v1,v 2) of cycle 1. Vertices v1 and v2 belong to different faces
formed by cycle 2. The third vertex v3 of cycle 1 will share the face either with v1
or with v2. Therefore, either edge (v3,v 1) or edge (v3,v 2) will cross cycle 2 an even
number of times which contradicts the requirement that each edge is crossed exactly
once. Therefore, the crossed edges in K6 form a connected graph as required.
The reader may even verify that, when K6 is drawn with at most one crossing per
edge, the crossing edges form a Hamiltonian circuit. This observation is out of the scope
of this article and we leave it without a proof.
Now we are ready to present the complexity result for the crossing parameter 1
recognition problem.
THEOREM 5.2. CROSSING PARAMETER 1 RECOGNITION IN THE PLANE is NP-complete.
PROOF. We prove the theorem by reduction of the well known strongly NP-complete
problem3-PARTITION;see[9]:Givenaset A of3m elements,abound B ∈ Z+,andasize
s(a) ∈ Z+ foreacha ∈ Asuchthat B/4 < s(a)<B/2andsuchthat

a∈A s(a) = mB,
can A be partitioned into m disjoint sets A1, A2,...,Am such that, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 
a∈Ai s(a) = B?
Before starting the reduction, we mention several properties of the complete graph
on six vertices: (i) by Guy’s conjecture proved for complete graphs on up to 10 vertices,
see, e.g., [17], K6 has the crossing number 3 (i.e., the minimum possible number of edge
crossingswithwhich K6 canbedrawnintheplaneis3);(ii) K6 canbedrawnintheplane8 A. Grigoriev and H. L. Bodlaender
Fig. 2. A fat edge is a graph K6.
with three crossings, at most one crossing per edge, and two vertices in the exterior, see
Figure 2; (iii) by Lemma 5.1 in any drawing of K6 having at most one crossing per edge
for any two vertices of the graph there is a path between those two vertices such that all
edges of the path are crossed. Taking into account properties (i)–(iii), we can use graph
K6 as an edge that cannot be crossed. In the ﬁgures below fat edges are graphs K6.
Now we reduce 3-PARTITION to the crossing parameter 1 recognition. Given an in-
stance of 3-PARTITION, we construct the graph for the crossing parameter 1 recognition
as follows. For each element a ∈ A we introduce a gadget Pa called a splitter which
is a simple star having s(a) + 1 edges. We also introduce two special gadgets called a
transmitter and a collector. Both these gadgets have a “double”-wheel form with 3m fat
radials for the transmitter and Bm fat radials for the collector; see Figure 3.
We ﬁnish the construction by adding the following edges:
• We connect the transmitter center to a degree 1 vertex of each splitter Pa,a ∈ A.
• We connect the remaining s(a) degree 1 vertices of each splitter Pa,a ∈ A, to the
collector center.
• Let a cycle [t1,t2,...,t3m] be an exterior circuit of the transmitter and a cycle
[c1,c2,...,cBm] be an exterior circuit of the collector. For all i ∈{ 1,2,...,m},
connect vertex t3i to vertex cBi by a fat edge; for an illustration see Figure 4.
We refer to the obtained graph as G. Now we claim that G is embeddable with at




partition (3 + 3 + 4 = 10 and 2 + 3 + 5 = 10) and the corresponding graph G can
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Fig. 4. Instance with A ={ 2,3,3,3,4,5}.
be drawn with at most one crossing per edge as on Figure 4. In general, we draw graph
G as follows. First we draw the transmitter and collector such that both are placed in
the exterior face of each other. Then we connect, by fat edges in the exterior, each third
vertex of the transmitter to each Bth vertex of the collector, creating m distinct faces.
We assign the splitters to the faces according to the partition. Since the total size of each
triple in the partition is B and in each of the m faces the collector has B edges in the
exterior circle, we can assign the edges of splitters to the sectors of the collector such
that each edge will be crossed only once.
Now we prove the “ONLY IF” part of the statement. We consider a drawing of G
having at most one crossing per edge and construct the corresponding partition for 3-
PARTITION.
First, we analyze the possible ways of drawing G. It is convenient to consider the
possible drawings on a globe. It is well known that a sphere drawing has an equivalent
planar representation with respect to the edge crossings; see Proposition 8.3.1 of [11].
Without loss of generality we can assume that the transmitter center is a North Pole and
the collector center is a South Pole of the globe. By construction, the globe is partitioned
by the fat non-crossable meridian paths into m distinct faces F1, F2,...,Fm. Moreover,
since these meridian paths are non-crossable, the ordering of the meridian paths on the
globe and the ordering of the faces on the globe correspond to the vertex ordering in the
exterior circuits of the transmitter and collector.
Now, we ﬁnd out how we can draw the fat paths of the transmitter adjacent to the
NorthPolebutnotparticipatinginthemeridianpaths.Considerfourconsequentvertices10 A. Grigoriev and H. L. Bodlaender
of the exterior circuit of the transmitter, for instance, t3m,t1,t2,t3. By the construction
and observation above, t3m and t3 are the vertices on two consequent meridian paths.
These two meridian paths form one of the distinct faces, say F1. Vertices t1 and t2 in
the drawing must be placed in F1 otherwise at least one of the meridian paths will be
crossed.Moreover,sincethetransmitterisa“double”-wheel,theorderingofthefatpaths
adjacent to the North Pole and ending in t1 and t2 must be consistent with the ordering
of the vertices in the exterior circuit of the transmitter. The same arguments work for all
other consequent four-tuples of the exterior circuit of the transmitter. This implies that
there is a unique way of drawing the transmitter around the North Pole. Similarly, there
is a unique way of drawing the collector around the South Pole. We also notice that since
we cannot cross fat edges and other edges can be crossed at most once, we do not have
any intersections between the transmitter and the collector.
Now consider a drawing of the splitters. In any face Fi, i ∈{ 1,2,...,m},w ec a n
place at most three splitters, otherwise one of the edges of the transmitter will be crossed
more than once. The center of a splitter must be placed in the exterior of the transmitter
and collector, otherwise one of the splitter edges will be crossed more than once. Hence,
for each face Fi, i ∈{ 1,2,...,m}, the number of paths between the South Pole and the
centers of the three splitters assigned to Fi is at most B. Since we have in total Bm such
paths, each face contains exactly three splitters with exactly B paths between the splitter
centers and the South Pole.
Consider a partition of set A correspondent to the assignment of splitters to the faces.
By observation above, each triple of numbers correspondent to three splitters assigned
to a face sums to B. Therefore, A has a required partition. It remains to notice that 3-
PARTITIONisstronglyNP-completeandweareallowedtouseunaryencodingtodescribe
the inputs of the problems. Hence, the reduction was polynomial.
COROLLARY 5.3. If P  = N P thenthereisnopolynomialtimeapproximationalgorithm
for ﬁnding the crossing parameter of a graph on the plane that has a performance
guarantee less than 2.
PROOF. Assume that there exists a polynomial time α-approximation algorithm for
ﬁnding the crossing parameter of a graph on the plane with α<2. Then this algorithm
must be able to recognize in polynomial time the graphs that can be embedded in the
plane with crossing parameter 1. By Theorem 5.2 this implies that P = NP.
Notice, however, that several natural classes of graphs have a bounded crossing pa-
rameter on the plane. Examples are: planar graphs (of course); graphs of intersections
of objects in the plane with bounded objects density (disk graphs with bounded density
(see,e.g.,[16])areaspecialcaseofthese);andgraphswithboundeddegreeandbounded
treewidth. The latter can be shown using the tree decompositions implied by the results
of Ding and Oporowski [7].
Fromworkonthecrossingnumber ofgraphs(theminimumtotalnumberofcrossings
in a planar embedding), we can also obtain bounds on the crossing parameter (on the
plane),e.g.,thecrossingnumberofacompletegraphwithn verticesis (n4)[12],hence
its crossing parameter is  (n2).Algorithms for Graphs Embeddable with Few Crossings per Edge 11
6. Conclusions and Open Problems. For several classes of graphs, it is now known
that there are PTASs for a large collection of problems. Each of these builds upon the
work by Baker [1]. In this paper we gave a new class of graphs where the same approach
can be used. An interesting question is whether there is a general notion under which
the different results of the type can be uniﬁed.
A disadvantage of our algorithm is that an embedding with bounded crossings per
edge is requested as part of the input. As discussed earlier, for some applications, we
indeed get such an embedding. However, it would be interesting if “robust” versions of
the algorithms can be designed, i.e., algorithms that do not need the embedding as part
of the input. Note that such a robust PTAS has been designed by Nieberg et al. for the
DOMINATING SET problem on unit disk graphs [13].
Recentwork(see,e.g.,[4])showsthatthereisaPTASfortheCONNECTEDDOMINATING
SET problem and other related problems on planar graphs and generalizations of it. It
would be interesting to see if these results carry over to graphs with a bounded crossing
parameter.
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